Thessaloniki International Summer Academy on Media
Peace Journalism Laboratory – Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

Call for papers

The organizing committee for the 2020 Thessaloniki International Summer Academy on Media, will initiate a colloquium/one day
international conference on 28t of August 2020. We invite proposals regarding “New Trends in Media and Journalism” with a special emphasis upon
this year theme "Global Media models and emerging technology trends - AI, VR, Verification". Proposals that will be accepted will be published in
an edited book in English from an International publishing house. The colloquium/one day interna tional conference will be held online.

Range of topics:
We are looking for submissions on a wide range of topics. Therefore, w e welcome submissions aiming at discussing latest developments
on the main subject of “New Trends in Media and Journalism”, with a special emphasis upon this year’s theme "Global Media models and emerging

technology trends - AI, VR, Verification".

Guidelines:
▪

Those interested in participating in the conference may submit their 300-word proposal and one-page Curriculum Vitae in a single PDF
document to joursummerschool@gmail.com

▪

Please name your submission as the following: “Lastname_BriefTitle.”

▪

Proposals must be received no longer than 5th of August in order to be considered.

▪

As the date approaches, additional information will be mailed to the participants and posted on our website.

▪

Accepted papers will be presented online, grouped by the topics examined, while in each group a faculty commentator will be appointed.

With your participation in THISAM, through the online presentation of your research, you seize the opportunity for your engag ement with a
major international forum, through analytical discussions with faculty, researchers and professionals from around the world, while becoming part of
an active global network of like-minded and well-established colleagues.

About THISAM
The School of Journalism and Mass Communications of Aristotle University Thessaloniki (AUTh ), Jean Monnet Chair for European
Integration Journalism along with Deutsche Welle Akademie (DW Akademie), Center for Media and Information Literacy at Temple University USA,
University of Zagreb Croatia, University of Novi-Sad Serbia, Beijing Foreign Studies University, Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University (XJTLU), National
and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Hallym University Korea, Digital Communication Network Southeast Europe Hub and Proof organisation,
organise the 4th Thessaloniki International Media Summer Academy: New Trends in Media and Journalism: "Global Media models and emerging
technology trends - AI, VR, Verification" - in Thessaloniki, Greece between August 21 st – 28th 2020.

For further information and any assistance you may need, please contact us at joursummerschool@gmail.com

.

Sincerely,
The Organizing Committee

You can learn more by visiting joursummerschool.org.
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